JACKSOM{LLE POLICE DEPARTMENT

Policyr l&19

TRANSPORTING ARRESTED PERSONS

Revisedr 01{5,22

Effective:01{1{9

PLIRPOSE To establish guidelines regarding the reasonable and safe transportation and restraint of
prisoners.

PQLIQ, k

is the policy of this Department to establish uniform procedures that provide adequately for
the safery and security of prisoners, transporting officers, and the public during prisoner transpoft.
Transporation and restraint by law enforcement agencies of persons who are in custody is a constant
requircment and a frequent activity.

DEFIMTIONS:

I.

CONTRABAND: Articles or substances prohibited &om the possession

ofp

soners.

11.

FIANDiCAPPED PNSONER, A prisoner with an anatomical, physiological, or mental
impairment thar hinders mobility.

11I.

PNSONER, A penon who has been arrested and aken into custody.

IV

PROPER SEARCH: The phlsical inspection of a prisoner's person, clothing, and effects for
weapons or potentially hazardous articles to be used against law enforcement personnel. This
search shall also hare consideration for conraband, such as narcotics, narcotic paraphemalia and
implements which may facilitate an escape from custody or confinement. A proper search shall be
conducted in accordance with federal and state constitutions and statutes and be consistent with
this Department's policy on searches.

RESTRAINING DEMCES: Equipment such as handcuffs, flexcuffs, leather restraint belts, leg
irons, and hobble devices, used to restrain the morrment of the prisoner.

VI

SECURITY FTAZARD' Any threat to the security of the prisoner, to the facility in which he is held,
or to others with whom the prisoner may come into contact. Estimations of the degree of security
hazard will go\€m the means of transport, the kinds of restraining devices to be used, and other
actions to be taken by Department personnel to provide proper protection for and security of the
prisoner.

vll

TRANSPORTING OFFICER: A Department employee who is responsible
prisoner from one point to another.

for tansporting

a

PROCEDIIRES.

I.

VEHICLE INSPECTiON

A

At the beginning and end of each tour of duty, all vehicles regularly used for prisoner transport
shall be inspected by the Department employee assigned to that rchicle to determine that all
safety devices are in working order and that the interior is free of weapons and contraband.

B.

Prior to placing a prisoner in the vehicle for transport, the transporting officer shall again
inspect the interior for weapons or contraband. The vehicle shall be searched again after the
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C.

II.

HANDCUFFING(10.01)

A

B.
C.

D.
E.

III.

prisoner has been delivered to the detention facility or other destination. (10.01)
Officers should utilizr their MVAR equipment throughout the entire ransport in accordance
to PoLcy 163' Mobile Video/Audio Recording Equipment.

Officers shall only use those restraining devices for which they have been uained.
Officers shall handcuff (double locked) all prisoners with their hands behind their back in a
sacked fashion or with palms facing outward and che& for proper apptcation.
The officer may handcuff the prisoner with his hands in front, or utilize other appropriate
restraining devices where the prisoner,
1. Is in an obvious state of pregnancy;
2. Has a physical handicap;
3. Has injuries that could be aggrarated by standard handcufiing procedures; or
4. ls elderly, a young child, and/or a juvenile.
PrGoners shall not be handcuffed to any part of the rrehicle during trarxport.
Additional approved rcstraint devices may be used to secure a prisoner who violently resists
arrest or who manifests mental disorders such that he poses a tlreat to himself ot the public.
feg restrainrc made specifically to be shut in the car door to secure the prisoner's legs is an
o<ample of an approved resuaint device; only if such restaint was purchased and assigned by
the City of Jacksonville.

TRANSPORT

A

Prior to transport, all prisoners shall be thoroughly searched for any weapors, tools of

escape,

or conrraband by the transporting officer. (10.01)
If practical, the protective search should be conducted by an officer of the same sex of the

1.

prisoner.
In the er€nt the searching officer and the prisoner are of the opposite se)g or the prisoner
is a juvenile, the following guidelines will be followed,
a. The search should be obsentd, if possible, by a witness or in front of the MVAR
equipment; and
b. The officer will use the back of his hand on or around sersitilc areas of the body.
Searches of persons shall adhere to the guidelines in Policy 1O9: Stop, Search, and Arrest of

2.

B.

Persons.

C.

Any rime the custody of a prisoner is u"ansferred from one offfcer to another, a search shall be
done.

D. When

transpofting prisonen, the offfcer shall provide the disparcher with the following
information when possible:
1. Identity of the prisoner;
2. Arest location and destination of transport; and

3.

G.

Odometer readings before and after transport.
The ofticer should use care when assisting a prisoner into the vehicle for transpon.
All prisoners shall be secued in the vehicle by proper use of a seatbelt.
Where feasible and practical, a supewisor shall be notified when the ofticer is transporting

H.

penon' (10.01)
1. Who is disabled;
2. Known to be mentally il[;
3. With an injury; or
4. Known to or suspected of having a communicable disease.
All uansports involving the special circumstances outlined abolt shall be documented in the

E.
F.
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1.

report as to the occurrence as well as the action taken.
1n the event of an escape during transport:
1. The transporting of6cer shall:
a, Immediately notify the Communications Center and the Supewisor;
b. Immediately coordinate with responding offtcers to establish a perimeter; and

2.

J.

c.

Briefrespondingsupervisorypersonnel.

The responding Supewisor shall:
a. Take command of the perimeter and search operation;
b. Determine the need for additional Departmeny'interdepartment resources;
c. Ensure that all proper notifications are made up the chain of command; and
d. Ensure that the evens surrounding the escape and search operation are prope y
documented.
Prisoners shall be transported in the following manner: (10.01)
1. If the transport vehicle is equipped with a safety barrier, the prisoner should be placed in
the rear, rightaide seat;

2. If the Eansport

vehicle is equipped with a safety barrier, and two (2) prisoners are being
rransported, then two (2) officers shall make the transport where feasible. The prisoners
shall be placed in the rear seat. The transporting officers shall be positioned in the front
seatj

3.
4.

Up to three (3) prisoners may be transported in

a rehicle equipped with a safety barier,
provided that two (2) officers make the transport. The prisoners shall be placed in the rear
seat. The transporting officers shall be positioned in the front seat;
A prisoner may be transported in a vehicle not equipped with a safety barrier under the
following circumstances:
a. V/hen ransported by one (1) officer, the prisoner must be appropriately handcuffed
and seat belted in to the front passenger seat. Only one (1) prisoner may be

transported in this scenario; and
When transported by two (2) officers, one officer shall operate the rehicle while the
second officer is seated in the rear seat, directly behind the operator of the vehicle.
The prisoner shall be seated in t}re rear, right side seat. If tansporting two (2)
prisoners, the second prisoner may be placed in the ftont passenger seat;
A1l prisoners being tansponed shall wear properly fastened seat bel6. Officers will not
place an arrested person in a reclined position inside a police vehicle prior to

b.

5.

rransportation;

6.

K.

Any wheelchairs, crutches, prosthetic devices, and medication shall be transported with,
but not in the possession of the prisoner;
7. Prisoners shall not be ieft unattended while being nansported;
8. The prisoner will not be allowed to communicate with others during transport. In an
emergency situation, a message could be relayed by the transporting officer;
9. Unless approved by a Supervisor, no stops will be made while transporting a prisoner;
10. A transponing officer shall not respond to the need for law enforcement services or backup unless the risk to other citizens or law enforcement officers is both clear and serious and
the risk to the prisoner(s) is minimal;
11. Prisoners of the opposite sex shall not be transported in the same vehicle unless approved
by a Supewisor; and/or
12. If a prisoner is to be transported to court and the prisoner is beliered to be a security
hazard, the transporting officer(s) shall inform the receMng law enforcement penonnel in
order that they may prepare to accept custody of the prisoner.
V4:en transporting prisoners ftom our facility to another agency's detention facility the offrcer
shall upon aniral at that facility:
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1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

IV.

Secure their firearm in a place provided for that purpose. If the receMng facility does not
provide a place for firearm storage, the ffrearm will be secured in the mrnk of the

transporring rehicle;
Learc resrraining devices on the prisoner until he is in an area of the receMng facility
which is protected ftom escape. The transporting offrcer shall follow the procedures of the
receiving agency as to when to remove restraining devices. Prior to remoral, the offtcer
shall advise the receiving agency if the prisoner is coruidered an unusual security or
medical rislq
Present all necessary documentation to the receiving ofticer (i.e. ADR, warrant, etc.) and
document the transfer of custody on the ADR or incident repon;
Notify detention personnel of any pertinent medical information and provide medical
release forms, if applicable. Officers will also advise of any escape and/or suicide attempts
or threats to carry out such actioru; and/or
When picking up a prisoner from another facility, positilely identify the prisoner through
photos, ADR, or other pertinent documenation.

SPECIAL TRANSPORT SITUATIONS

A

B.
C.

Use of restaints when dealing with persons of diminished capacities: These types of persons
may present offrcers with conflicdng considerations in determining the best means for restraint
and transportation. The ultimate mission is to safeguard the interests of the subject and
transporting o{ficers. In some cases an ambulance maybe requiredIf a prisoner becomes sick or injured incidental to arrest, the tralsporting officer, when
possible, shall summons emergency medical support to examine the prisoner prior to transport.
If emergency hospital treatment is necessary the prisoner shall be transported to the hospital
accompanied by at least one (1) offtcer. The officer shall remain with the prisoner (unless
prevented by emergency circumstances or treatment needs) until the hospital personnel release
the prisoner or until appropriate security can be arranged.
emergency hospital treatment is not necessary and a reasonable request is made by the
prisoner to go to the hospital, the prisoner shall be transported in a Department vehicle.

D. If

1.

in

Department vehicles. Al1
with physical handicaps may be transported
reasonable precautions shall be taken by the transporting officer to ensure the security and
Prisoners

reasonable comfort of the prisoner, without compromising the safety of the transporting
officer(s;

2.

Appropriate measures for the security and control of prisoners in medical facilities shall be
taken. Whenever an officer Eansports a prisoner or is transported with a prisoner to a
medical facility, the officer shall
Maintain a constant view of the prisoner;

a.
b.
cd.

Ensure that proper restmints are applied to the prisoner until the medical staff needs
them removed for medical treatment. Once treatment b completed, proper rcstraints
shall be reapplied;
Guard against any injury to the officer and all medical staff;
If required to guard the prisoner, and when possible, rotate guarding assignments at
regular intervals to avoid complacency;
Ensure that the prisoner does not have contact \r/ith visitors;
Notifr hospital security, if arailable; and

e.
I
g. If

the prisoner is admitted to the medical facility, and cannot be arraigned by a
magistate or appropriate official, or issued a summons, notifu the Division

E.

Commander to arrange for twenty-four (24) hour guard coverage;
Upon the prisoner's release from the medical facility, and prior to transport,

1.

The prisoner shall be thoroughly searched; and
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2.

F.

Upon the prisoner's release from the medical facility, the transporting offtcer shall ensure
that all medical records and instructions for future treatment are in the prisoner's
possession and are provided to the detention facility.
Special safety considerations shall be adhered to when a prisoner being transported has been
involved in the following tlpes of incidents:
1. Aviolent struggle during apprehension;
2. Subjected to the use of a chemical agent, electonic control device, neck restraint hold,
multiple body weight control or impact strikes to the body;
3. Is highly intodcated on either alcohol or drugs or a combination; or

4.

G.

V.

will not transport prisoners for coun

appearances,

A
B.
C.

Ensure that the prisoner remains in a seated, upright position;
Personnel shall mainain constant visual and audible observation of the prisoner;
If there is any indication that the prisoner is in medical distress the officer(s) shall administer

D.

emergency medical attention consistent with his level of training and shall immediately
summon emergency medical support;
Shall advise the detention staff accepting the pdsoner ofall of the abow circurnstances; and
In all cases of resraint, once the restraint is accomplished offfcers will ensure that the person is
tumed on their side or in an upright position so as to facilitate the subject's ability to breathe.

TRANSPORTVEHICLES

A
B.

\,11.

Jacksonville Police Department officers
funerals, hospital visits, etc.

SPECTALSAFEfi CONSIDERATIONS(10.01)

E.

VI.

Is secured by a hobble too[.

Departrnent vehicles used primarily for transporting prisoners shall be equipped with safety
barriers to prevent prisoners from having access to the driver's compartment.
The rear compartment of transport vehicles shall have the windows and doors made inoperable
to minimize opportr.rnities for exit of prisoners without the aid of the transporting officer.

HANDLING AND TRANSPORTAIION OF SUSPECTS

A
B.

After nornal business hours, suspects taken to the ]aclsonville Police Department by Criminal
Imtstigation Detectives must halr a Patrol Officer or another Detecthe in anendance in the
Criminal lrucstigations Section during processing.
if the suspect is not incarcerated after processing, all attempts should be made to arrange
release of the subject to a family member or friend before an officer provides transportation.

W;?Y /L14.
Breft C- Hibbs
Chief of Police
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